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⇴ Create custom mock-ups for websites and software. ⇴ Export the mock-up to PDF, PNG, JPG, PNG, GIF, TIF, ICO formats. ⇴ Create icons, toolbars, tables, forms, and other common interfaces. ⇴ Choose from over 30 pre-made UI elements. ⇴ Easily drag and drop elements to arrange them. ⇴ Create a prototype of any of your screens or
pages. ⇴ Preview screen as you work on it. ⇴ Use ScreenSketcher Free Download in the cloud, with a free account at Envato Elements. ⇴ Full Details ScreenSketcher enables you to create custom wireframes or mock-ups and deliver to a website. It is a UI mock-up tool and a web prototype tool. This software is designed to help you quickly
create great mock-ups for websites and software. It can be used as a UI prototype tool. Just drag and drop UI elements to your desk to quickly sketch a prototype of a website or a product. You can preview the mock-up to quickly see how it looks and arrange the elements on your screen the way you like. And if you want to save your mockup so you can quickly reuse it on another project, you can export it to PNG, JPG, GIF, PNG, TIF, ICO formats. ScreenSketcher can also be used as a standalone tool. If you want to prototype your website interface or just make an image of it, ScreenSketcher is for you. There are over 30 pre-made UI elements that you can drag and drop into
your mock-up to quickly arrange the layout of your site or application. For example, if you have a web site with a "Login" button and a login form, you can place the button inside a box and then drag the button to the login form. If you want to place the label outside the box, it will become a separate element from the button. ⇴ Create
wireframes and mock-ups ⇴ Sketch a prototype for a website or software interface ⇴ Export the mock-up ⇴ Preview the mock-up as you work on it ⇴ Easily rearrange the UI elements ⇴ Use ScreenSketcher in the cloud, with a free account at Envato Elements ⇴ Full

ScreenSketcher With Product Key [32|64bit]
This unique tool creates wireframe-style mockups from an interface-centric perspective. You can transform a starting interface into one that can be easily redesigned and reconfigured. You can even check user-centric interface values and see how they would look. * Create wireframes in seconds * Customize colors, shadows, and gradients *
Create pixel-accurate images that work flawlessly across screen sizes * Easily customize the appearance of everything in your sketch * Keep your sketches beautiful with fully customizable borders and grids * Quickly convert your sketch to HTML, PDF, and PNG * Animate elements in your sketches using layers * Reorder and customize
elements as needed, and even undo * Work in parallel mode across multiple windows * Save sketches for offline use * Share your sketches with anyone * Port your designs to Android (iOS version coming soon) * Pin elements of your sketch to the Sketchboard * Track changes in your sketch using the History feature * Export a copy of your
sketch for further customization * Import common UI elements from the Sketchboard Gallery * Change the appearance of drawing elements using Custom Theme * Change the appearance of drawing elements using Custom Colors * Differentiate and detect different types of elements by color * Quickly animate elements on demand with
"Push" and "Pop" * Check how an element looks on different screen sizes * Easily try out new designs and layouts * Reverse-engineer live HTML, PDF, and PNG files * Easily publish your sketches on the Web EzGrid is a powerful and fast layout tool. It lets you create grids for any type of layout, whether you want to create a perfect restaurant
menu, an e-commerce catalog, the website layout for your company, or anything else. EzGrid includes a rich set of features to quickly set up grid for almost any layout in minutes. For example, you can use horizontal and vertical grids at the same time, and dynamically shift individual elements of the layout to an adjacent row or column.
You can use EzGrid for laying out fixed-width and flexible designs. Both vertical and horizontal layouts of cells or blocks can be ordered automatically or by dragging and dropping the elements into place. EzGrid supports Windows and Linux as well as macOS. EzGrid Description: EzGrid allows you to build rapid prototypes. EzGrid's versatile
layout engine lets you build flexible layouts that can be easily shared and modified. Create powerful page b7e8fdf5c8
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ScreenSketcher is easy to learn and intuitive to use. You’ll be creating excellent mock-ups of your applications and websites in no time. Once you’ve created something you like, you can print it, share it online, or just save it for yourself. ScreenSketcher can be used to prototype both desktop and web-based interfaces. ScreenSketcher’s
prototypes are rendered in a "hand-drawn" style. ScreenSketcher’s prototypes are created in the standard Windows interface, which doesn’t clutter your screen, so you can easily see what you’re designing and you won’t lose your train of thought if you “accidentally” close your mock-up. Also, due to ScreenSketcher’s ability to quickly load
objects and link them with one another, you can easily prototype screen-based applications, web sites, utilities, and more without having to open a new sketch every time you want to link elements. ScreenSketcher’s menus and toolbars are quickly dragged onto the screen, and can be altered and animated easily. Any changes to one menu
or toolbar effect the rest of the mock-up. Another thing that makes ScreenSketcher a revolutionary mock-up tool is that it is automatically saved to your hard disk. This means you can go back and view your prototype at any time, and save changes directly. ScreenSketcher Features: - Intuitive interface: ScreenSketcher is easy to learn and
intuitive to use. You’ll be creating excellent mock-ups of your applications and websites in no time. Once you’ve created something you like, you can print it, share it online, or just save it for yourself. - Perfect for prototyping: ScreenSketcher is the perfect tool for prototyping desktop and web-based interfaces. - Intuitive panel interface:
ScreenSketcher has a panel interface that doesn’t clutter your screen, and you can even zoom in and out to fit mock-ups inside the window as you like. - Built in wireframe mode: It is so natural that you won’t even notice that you can drag and link elements, and move around to manipulate your prototype. - “Hand-drawn” style: The
prototypes created by ScreenSketcher are rendered in a "hand-drawn" style. - Magic: You

What's New in the ScreenSketcher?
ScreenSketcher is a unique prototyping tool that allows you to sketch your application in style like a hand-drawn wireframe. With the free ScreenSketcher, you can easily make your software's layout mock-ups. No coding skills are required, and you can save and share your mockups with others. ScreenSketcher has been developed to have a
simple to use interface, work fast, and ensure 100% compatibility with Microsoft Windows 98SE/ME/2000/XP/2003/Vista. To start prototyping, drag and drop elements to create your mock-up wireframes. The most unique features of ScreenSketcher are: - The design flexibility: colors and gradients, shading, shape gradients and 90 degree
rotations - The ability to change the style of the color shades: fill, strokes, box, labels, gradients, etc. - The ability to change the style of the gradients: their type (linear, area, or picture) and their style (width, height, path, thickness) - The ability to change the style of the boxes: fill, strokes, font, etc. - Other Microsoft Windows compatible
features include: Print Preview and Ctrl+N shortcut for new document creation. Try ScreenSketcher to see how easy it is to create high-quality software mock-ups! ScreenSketcher Features: - Create wireframes in the style of traditional hand-drawn wireframes - Zooming - Snap to grid - Use the most popular Windows icons - Auto-group
elements - Save to files - Export to PNG, JPG, GIF or BMP - Export as Sketches to PDF - Cut-and-paste an element from one sketch to another - Auto-color picker - Various color pickers, like a rainbow and a color wheel ScreenSketcher can be licensed for a single user or multiple users (5 users if using also the ScreenSketcher Five license).
ScreenSketcher License Agreement: Term: Free trial period: 1 month Free trial period of ScreenSketcher includes all versions of Windows 98SE/ME/2000/XP/2003/Vista. No activations are needed. Licensing Terms and Conditions: ScreenSketcher may be licensed to a single user or multiple users (5 users). Please select the required license
before purchase. The free trial version can be activated on an
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System Requirements:
MINIMUM: OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10 (64-bit) CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo (2.2 GHz) Memory: 2 GB RAM Video: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX or ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT DirectX: Version 9.0 Screen resolution: 1280 x 800 Sound: DirectX Compatible sound card Network: Broadband Internet connection RECOMMENDED: OS: Windows 7 /
Windows
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